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Visual Preface
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MindTap for Intermediate 
Financial Management

EvErything you nEEd in onE placE. 
Cut prep time with MindTap preloaded, organized course materials. Teach more efficiently  
with interactive multimedia, assignments, quizzes, and more. 

EmpowEr your studEnts to rEach thEir potEntial. 
Built-in metrics provide insight into student engagement. Identify topics needing extra instruction.  
Instantly communicate with struggling students to speed progress. 

your coursE. your contEnt. 
MindTap gives you complete control over your course. You can rearrange textbook chapters,  
add your own notes, and embed a variety of content—including Open Educational Resources (OER). 

a dEdicatEd tEam, whEnEvEr you nEEd it. 
MindTap is backed by a personalized team eager to help you every step of the way. We’ll help  
set up your course, tailor it to your specific objectives, and stand by to provide support. 

MindTap, featuring all-new Excel Online integration powered by Microsoft, is a complete  

digital solution for the corporate finance course. It has enhancements that take students  

from learning basic financial concepts to actively engaging in critical-thinking applications, 

while learning valuable Excel skills for their future careers.
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Elevate Critical Thinking through a 
variety of unique Assessment Tools

practicE problEms
All of the end-of-chapter problems are available in algorithmic format for either student practice  
applying content presented in the chapter or alternative graded assignment. MindTap is a highly 
customizable assessment delivery platform, so you can pick and choose from a large bank of algorithmic 
problem sets to assign to your students.

bluEprint practicE problEms
Blueprint Practice Problems combine conceptual and application-
driven problems with a tutorial emphasis. Students will know with 
certainty their level of competency for every chapter, which will 
improve course outcomes. 
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gradEd homEwork
MindTap offers an assignable, algorithmic 
homework tool that is based on our proven 
and popular Aplia product for Finance. 
These homework problems include rich 
explanations and instant grading, with 

opportunities to try 
another algorithmic 
version of the problem 
to bolster confidence 
with problem solving.

FinancE in action casEs
MindTap offers a series of Finance  
in Action analytical cases that 
assess students’ ability to perform 
higher-level problem solving and 
critical thinking/decision making.

tEsting
Mindtap offers the ability to modify 
existing assignments and to create 
new assignments by adding 
questions from the Test Bank.
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Cengage Learning and Microsoft have partnered in MindTap to provide students with a 

uniform, authentic Excel assignment experience. It provides instant feedback, built-in video 

tips, and easily accessible spreadsheet work. These features allow you to spend more time 

teaching finance applications and less time teaching and troubleshooting Excel. 

These new algorithmic activities offer pre-populated data directly in Microsoft Excel Online, which runs 
seamlessly on all major platforms and browsers. Students each receive their own version of the problem data  
in order to use Excel Online to perform the necessary financial analysis calculations. Their work is constantly 
saved in Cengage cloud storage as part of homework assignments in MindTap. It’s easily retrievable so students 
can review their answers without cumbersome file management and numerous downloads/uploads.

Access to Excel Online as 
used in these activities 
is completely free for 
students as part of the 
MindTap course for 
Intermediate Financial 
Management, 14e. 
It is not in any way 
connected to personal 
Office 365 accounts/
local versions of Excel, 
nor are Microsoft 
accounts required to  
complete these activities 
in MindTap.

Microsoft Excel Online  
activities are aimed 
at meeting students 
where they are with 
unparalleled support 
and immediate feedback.

                          Building valuable Excel skills for future  
business careers while making data-driven decisions
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ExcEl vidEo tips
Each activity includes a walk-
through video of a similar 
problem being worked in Excel 
Online to offer suggested 
formulas to use for solving 
the problem. It also offers tips 
and strategies, which assist in 
understanding the underlying 
financial concepts while working 
within Excel.

calculation  
stEps and  
ExcEl solutions
Each activity offers 
configurable displays that 
include the correct answers, 
the manual calculation steps, 
and an Excel solution (with 
suggested formulas) that 
matches the exact version 
of the problem the student 
received. Students can 
check their work against the 
correct solution to identify 
improvement areas. Instructors 
always have access to review 
the student’s answers and 
Excel work from the MindTap 
progress app to better 
assist in error analysis and 
troubleshooting.

Microsoft Excel Online activities aimed at meeting
students where they are with unparalleled 

support and immediate feedback
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adaptivE whErE  
it counts
The new Adaptive Test Prep 
App helps students prepare 
for test success by allowing 
them to generate multiple 
practice tests across 
chapters until they have 
confidence that they have 
mastered the material.

The adaptive test program grades practice 
tests and indicates the areas that have 
or have not been mastered. Students 
are presented with an Adaptive Study 

Plan that takes 
them directly 
to the pertinent 
pages in the 
text where the 
practice question 
materials are 
referenced.

Help students prepare for exam success with

Adaptive Test Prep, only available in MindTap
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FEEdback is kEy
Students also receive robust 
explanations of the problems to 
assist in further understanding. 
Many of the quantitative 
test questions feature video 
feedback that offers students 
step-by-step instruction to 
reinforce their understanding 
and bolster their confidence.
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Getting Down the Basics 
is important

In order for you to take students further into the applications of finance, it’s important 

that they have a firm handle on the basic concepts and methods used. In MindTap for 

Intermediate Financial Management, we provide 

students with just-in-time tools that—coupled  

with your guidance—ensure that they build a  

solid foundation.

prEparing For FinancE
Students are more confident and prepared when they have 
the opportunity to brush up on their knowledge of the 
prerequisite concepts required to be successful in finance. 
Tutorials/problems are available to review prerequisite 
concepts that students should know. Topics covered include 
Accounting, Economics, Mathematics, and Statistics, as well 
as coverage of various Financial Calculators and Excel.

WHY IS THIS  
IMPORTANT TO ME? 
For many students, the idea of taking  
finance is intimidating. Beyond that, students 
report that they become more engaged with 
the course material when they see its relevance 
in business. The “Why is this important to me?” 
activity asks the student to complete a short self-
assessment activity to demonstrate how they 
may already have personal knowledge about 
the important finance concepts they will learn 
in the chapter material. It is intended to help the 
student, especially the non-finance major, better 
understand the relevance in the financial con-
cepts they will learn.
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problEm walk-through vidEos
Embedded in the interactive MindTap 
Reader and linked to select problems 
in MindTap, Problem Walk-Through 
Videos provide step-by-step instructions 
designed to walk students through 
solving a problem from start to 
finish. Students can play and replay 
the tutorials as they work through 
homework assignments or prepare for 
quizzes and tests—almost as though 
they had you by their side the whole 
time. Ideal for homework, study 
outside the classroom, or distance 
learning, Problem Walk-Through Videos 
extend your reach to give students 
extra instructional help whenever and 
wherever it’s most useful. 

concEpt clips
Embedded throughout the new 
interactive MindTap Reader, Concept 
Clips present key finance topics to 
students in an entertaining and 
memorable way via short animated 
video clips. These video animations 
provide students with auditory and 
visual representation of the important 
terminology for the course.
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Customizable Course and 
                         Mobile On-the-Go study tools  
                    based on YOUR Needs
MindTap for Intermediate Financial Management, 14e offers features that allow you to 

customize your course based on the topics you cover.

lEarning path customization
The learning path is structured 
by chapter so you can easily hide 
activities you wish to not cover, or 
change the order to better align with 
your course syllabus. RSS feeds and 
YouTube links can easily be added 
to the learning path or embedded 
directly within the MindTap Reader. 

mindtap erEadEr 
Provides Convenience
Students can read their full course eBook on their smartphone. 
This means they can complete reading assignments anyplace, 
anytime. They can take notes, highlight important passages,  
and have their text read aloud, whether they are on- or off-line.

MindTap 

Mobile
Empower 

students to  

learn on their 

terms—anytime, 

anywhere,  

on- or off-line.
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thE gradEbook
Keep Students Motivated
Students can instantly see their grades and 
how they are doing in the course. If they 
didn’t do well on an assignment, they can 
implement the flashcards and practice quizzes 
for that chapter.

notiFications
Keep Students Connected
Students want their smartphones to help them 
remember important dates and milestones—
for both the social and academic parts of their 
lives. The MindTap Mobile App pushes course 
notifications directly to them, making them 
more aware of what’s ahead with:

  Due date reminders
  Changes to activity due dates, score 

updates, and instructor comments
  Messages from their instructor
  Technical announcements about  

the platform

Flashcards and Quizzing
Cultivate Confidence and Elevate Outcomes
Students have instant access to readymade flashcards specific to their course. They can also create flashcards 
tailored to their own learning needs. Study games present a fun and engaging way to encourage recall of key 
concepts. Students can use pre-built quizzes or generate a self-quiz from any flashcard deck.
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crEatE a sEamlEss usEr ExpEriEncE
With LMS Integration, your students are ready to learn on the first day of class. In just a few simple steps, 
both you and your students can access Cengage resources using a LMS login.

contEnt customization with dEEp linking
Focus student attention on what matters most. Use our Content Selector to create a unique learning 
path that blends your content with links to learning activities, assignments, and more.

automatic gradE synchronization*
Need to have your course grades recorded in your LMS gradebook? No problem. Simply  
select the activities you want synched, and grades will automatically be recorded in your  
LMS gradebook.

* Grade synchronization is currently available with Blackboard, BrightSpace (powered by D2L), Canvas, and Angel 8.

LMS 
Integration

Cengage’s Learning 

Management System 

(LMS) Integration is 

designed to help you 

seamlessly integrate our 

digital resources within your 

institution’s LMS. 

LMS integration is available with the Learning Management Systems instructors 

use most. Our integrations work with any LMS that supports IMS Basic LTI Open 

Standards. Enhanced features, including grade synchronization, are the result  

of active collaborations with our LMS partners.
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Preface
Much has happened in finance recently. Years ago, when the body of knowledge 
was smaller, the fundamental principles could be covered in a one-term lecture 
course and then reinforced in a subsequent case course. This approach is no longer 
feasible. There is simply too much material to cover in one lecture course.

As the body of knowledge expanded, we and other instructors experienced 
increasing difficulties. Eventually, we reached these conclusions: 

 ● The introductory course should be designed for all business students, not just 
for finance majors, and it should provide a broad overview of finance. There-
fore, a text designed for the first course should cover key concepts but avoid 
confusing students by going beyond basic principles. 

 ● Finance majors need a second course that provides not only greater depth on 
the core issues of valuation, capital budgeting, capital structure, cost of capital, 
and working capital management but also covers such special topics as merg-
ers, multinational finance, leasing, risk management, and bankruptcy. 

 ● This second course should also utilize cases that show how finance theory is 
used in practice to help make better financial decisions.

When we began teaching under the two-course structure, we tried two types 
of existing books, but neither worked well. First, there were books that emphasized 
theory, but they were unsatisfactory because students had difficulty seeing the use-
fulness of the theory and consequently were not motivated to learn it. Moreover, 
these books were of limited value in helping students deal with cases. Second, there 
were books designed primarily for the introductory MBA course that contained 
the required material, but they also contained too much introductory material. We 
eventually concluded that a new text was needed, one designed specifically for the 
second financial management course, and that led to the creation of Intermediate 
Financial Management, or IFM for short.

The Next Level: Intermediate 
Financial Management
In your introductory finance course you learned basic terms and concepts. However, 
an intro course cannot make you “operational” in the sense of actually “doing” 
financial management. For one thing, introductory courses necessarily focus on 
individual chapters and even sections of chapters, and first-course exams generally 
consist of relatively simple problems plus short-answer questions. As a result, it is 
hard to get a good sense of how the various parts of financial management interact 
with one another. Second, there is not enough time in the intro course to allow 
students to set up and work out realistic problems, nor is there time to delve into 
actual cases that illustrate how finance theory is applied in practice.

Now it is time to move on. In Intermediate Financial Management, we first 
review materials that were covered in the introductory course, then take up new 

we b
students: Access the 
Intermediate Financial 

Management 14e 
companion site and online 

student resources by visiting  
www.cengage.com,  

searching ISBN 
9780357516669 and 

clicking “Access Now” 
under “Study Tools” to go 

to the student textbook 
companion site.

Instructors: Access the 
Intermediate Financial 

Management 14e 
companion site and 

instructor resources by 
going to www.cengage 

.com/login, logging 
in with your faculty 

account username and 
password, and using ISBN 
9780357516669 to reach 

the site through your 
account “Bookshelf.”
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material. The review is absolutely essential, because no one can remember every-
thing that was covered in the first course, yet all of the introductory material is 
essential for a good understanding of the more advanced material. Accordingly, we 
revisit topics such as the net present value (NPV) and internal rate of return (IRR) 
methods, but now we delve into them more deeply, considering how to streamline 
and automate the calculations, how to obtain the necessary data, and how errors 
in the data might affect the outcome. We also relate the topics covered in different 
chapters to one another, showing, for example, how cost of capital, capital structure, 
dividend policy, and capital budgeting combine forces to affect the firm’s value.

Also, because spreadsheets such as Excel, not financial calculators, are used for 
most real-world calculations, students need to be proficient with spreadsheets so 
that they will be more marketable after graduation. Therefore, we explain how to 
do various types of financial analysis with Excel. Working with Excel actually has 
two important benefits: (1) a knowledge of Excel is important in the workplace and 
the job market, and (2) setting up spreadsheet models and analyzing the results also 
provide useful insights into the implications of financial decisions.

Corporate Valuation as  
a Unifying Theme
Management’s goal is to maximize firm value. Job candidates who understand the the-
oretical underpinning for value maximization and have the practical skills to analyze 
business decisions within this context make better, more valuable employees. Our goal 
is to provide you with both this theoretical underpinning and a practical skill set. To 
this end we have developed several integrating features that will help you to keep the 
big picture of value maximization in mind while you are honing your analytical skills:

 ● Every chapter starts off with a series of integrating Beginning of Chapter Ques-
tions that will help you to place the material in the broader context of financial 
management. 

 ● Most chapters have a valuation graphic and description that show exactly how 
the material relates to corporate valuation. 

 ● Each chapter has a Mini Case that provides a business context for the material. 
 ● Each chapter has an Excel spreadsheet Tool Kit that steps through all of the 

calculations in the chapter. 
 ● Each chapter has a spreadsheet Build-a-Model that steps you through con-

structing an Excel model to work problems. We’ve designed these features and 
tools so that you’ll finish your course with the skills to analyze business deci-
sions and the understanding of how these decisions impact corporate value.

Design of the Book
Based on more than 30 years working on Intermediate Financial Management and 
teaching the advanced undergraduate financial management course, we have con-
cluded that the book should include the following features:

 ● Completeness. Because IFM is designed for finance majors, it should be self-
contained and suitable for reference purposes. Therefore, we specifically and 
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purposely included: (a) some material that overlaps with introductory finance 
texts, and (b) more material than can realistically be covered in a single course. 
We included in Chapters 2 through 5 some fundamental materials borrowed 
directly from other Cengage Learning texts. If an instructor chooses to cover 
this material, or if an individual student feels a need to cover it on his or her 
own, it is available. In other chapters, we included relatively brief reviews of 
first-course topics. This was necessary both to put IFM on a stand-alone basis 
and to help students who have a delay between their introductory and second 
financial management courses get up to speed before tackling new material. 
This review is particularly important for working capital management and such 
“special topics” as mergers, lease analysis, and convertibles—all of which are 
often either touched on only lightly or skipped in the introductory course. 
Thus, the variety of topics covered in the text provides adopters with a choice 
of materials for the second course, and students can use materials that were 
not covered for reference purposes. We note, though, that instructors must be 
careful not to bite off more than their students can chew.

 ● Theory and applications. Financial theory is useful to financial decision makers, 
both for the insights it provides and for direct application in several important 
decision areas. However, theory can seem sterile and pointless unless its useful-
ness is made clear. Therefore, in IFM, we present theory in a decision-making 
context, which motivates students by showing them how theory can lead to better 
decisions. The combination of theory and applications also makes the text more 
usable as a reference for case courses as well as for real-world decision making.

 ● Computer orientation. Today, a business that does not use computers in its 
financial planning is about as competitive as a student who tries to take a 
finance exam without a financial calculator. Throughout the text we provide 
computer spreadsheet examples for the calculations and spreadsheet problems 
for the students to work. This emphasis on spreadsheets both orients students 
to the business environment they will face upon graduation and helps them 
understand key financial concepts better.

 ● Global perspective. Successful businesses know that the world’s economies are 
rapidly converging, that business is becoming globalized, and that it is difficult to 
remain competitive without being a global player. Even purely domestic firms can-
not escape the influence of the global economy, because international events have 
a significant effect on domestic interest rates and economic activity. All of this 
means that today’s finance students—who are tomorrow’s financial executives— 
must develop a global perspective. To this end, IFM also contains an entire chap-
ter on multinational financial management. In addition, to help students “think 
global,” we provide examples throughout the text that focus on the types of glob-
al problems companies face. Of course, we cannot make multinational finance 
experts out of students in a conventional corporate finance course, but we can 
help them recognize that insular decision making is insufficient in today’s world.

Beginning of Chapter Questions
We start each chapter with several Beginning of Chapter (BOC) questions. You will 
be able to answer some of the questions before you even read the chapter, and you 
will be able to give better answers after you have read it. Other questions are harder, 
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and you won’t feel truly comfortable answering them until after they have been dis-
cussed in class. We considered putting the questions at the ends of the chapters, but 
we concluded that they would best serve our purposes if placed at the beginning. 
Here is a summary of our thinking as we wrote the questions:

 ● The questions indicate to you the key issues covered in the chapter and the 
things you should know when you complete the chapter.

 ● Some of the questions were designed to help you remember terms and concepts 
that were covered in the introductory course. Others indicate where we will be 
going beyond the intro course.

 ● You need to be able to relate different parts of financial management to one 
another, so some of the BOC questions were designed to get you to think about 
how the various chapters are related to one another. These questions tend to be 
harder, and they can be answered more completely after a classroom discussion.

 ● You also need to think about how financial concepts are applied in the real 
world, so some of the BOC questions focus on the application of theories to the 
decision process. Again, complete answers to these questions require a good bit 
of thought and discussion.

 ● Some of the BOC questions are designed to help you see how Excel can be used 
to make better financial decisions. These questions have accompanying models 
that provide tutorials on Excel functions and commands. The completed models 
are available on the textbook’s Web site. Going through them will help you 
learn how to use Excel as well as give you valuable insights into the financial 
issues covered in the chapter. We have also provided an “Excel Tool Locater,” 
which is an index of all of the Excel skills that the BOC models go over. This 
index is in the Excel file, Excel Locations.xlsx. Because recruiters like students 
who are good with Excel, this will also help you as you look for a good job. It 
will also help you succeed once you are in the workplace.

We personally have used the BOC questions in several different ways:
 ● In some classes we simply told students to use the BOC questions or not, as they 

wished. Some students did study them and retrieve the Excel models from the 
Web, but many just ignored them.

 ● We have also assigned selected BOC questions and then used them, along with 
the related Excel models, as the basis for some of our lectures.

 ● Most recently, we literally built our course around the BOC questions.1 Here 
we informed students on day one that we would start each class by calling 
on them randomly and grading them on their answers.2 We also informed 
them that our exams would be taken verbatim from the BOC questions. They 
complained a bit about the quizzes, but the students’ course evaluations stated 
that the quizzes should be continued because without them they would have 
come to class less well prepared and hence would have learned much less than 
they did.

1Actually, we broke our course into two segments, one where we covered selected text chapters and 
another where we covered cases that were related to and illustrated the text chapters. For the case 
portion of the course, students made presentations and discussed the cases. All of the cases required 
them to use Excel.
2Most of our students were graduating seniors who were interviewing for jobs. We excused them from 
class (and the quizzes) if they informed us by e-mail before class that they were interviewing.
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